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Abstract

Remote observations with the Chandra X-ray Observatory and the XMM-Newton Observatory have shown that the jovian sy
source of X-rays with a rich and complicated structure. The planet’s polar auroral zones and its disk are both powerful sources
emission. Chandra observations revealed X-ray emission from the Io plasma torus and from the Galilean moons Io, Europa, an
Ganymede. The emission from the moons is due to bombardment of their surfaces by highly energetic magnetospheric protons, a
and sulfur ions. These ions excite atoms in their surfaces leading to fluorescent X-ray emission lines. These lines are produc
an intense background continuum, including bremsstrahlung radiation from surface interactions of primary magnetospheric and
electrons. Although the X-ray emission from the Galilean moons is faint when observed from Earth orbit, an imaging X-ray spectro
orbit around one or more of these moons, operating from 200 eV to 8 keV with 150 eV energy resolution, would provide a detailed
of the elemental composition in their surfaces. Surface resolution of 40 m for small features could be achieved in a 100-km orbit a
moon while also remotely imaging surfaces of other moons and Jupiter’s upper atmosphere at maximum regional resolutions o
of kilometers. Due to its relatively more benign magnetospheric radiation environment, its intrinsic interest as the largest moon in
System, and its mini-magnetosphere, Ganymede would be the ideal orbital location for long-term observational studies of the jovia
Here we describe the physical processes leading to X-ray emission from the surfaces of Jupiter’s moons and the properties requ
technique of imaging X-ray spectroscopy to map the elemental composition of their surfaces, as well as studies of the X-ray emis
the planet’s aurora and disk and from the Io plasma torus.
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Besides our Sun, the Jupiter system is the most inte
ing, powerful and diverse source of X-rays within the So
System. Observations have identified four distinct sou

* Corresponding author. Fax: +1 256 961 7522.
E-mail address: ron.elsner@nasa.gov(R.F. Elsner).
0019-1035/$ – see front matter 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2005.06.006
of X-ray emission: (1) the high-latitude auroral zones
Jupiter(Metzger et al., 1983; Waite et al., 1994; Gladsto
et al., 2002); (2) the disk of Jupiter(Waite et al., 1997
Maurellis et al., 2000); (3) the Io plasma torus (IPT,Elsner
et al., 2002); and (4) the Galilean satellites Io and Europ
with an indication of emission from Ganymede(Elsner et
al., 2002). Although these X-ray emissions are faint wh
observed from Earth orbit, an imaging X-ray spectrome
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on board a spacecraft moving within the jovian system (e
in orbit about the planet or the individual Galilean sat
lites) would provide a superb capability for unpreceden
X-ray studies of Jupiter’s auroral and disk X-ray emissio
the IPT X-ray emission, and through measurement of
orescent line intensities, perhaps most importantly of
the elemental composition of the surfaces of Jupiter’s
moons and of Io. Such studies can also provide a prob
magnetospheric plasma interactions with Jupiter’s uppe
mosphere and the Galilean moons.

All of the X-ray phenomena that result from magn
tospheric processes could be studied with a Jupiter-b
observing platform, which would have unprecedented t
poral, spatial, and spectral coverage. Tremendous pro
could be made in understanding the surface compos
of the icy satellites, auroral processes, the global ma
tospheric electrical circuits, and perhaps even the inte
structure of Jupiter. In this paper we review what is prese
known about the magnetospheric interactions leading to
observed X-ray emissions, and discuss what can be lea
from a sensitive imaging X-ray spectrometer within the jo
ian system.

2. X-ray emission and scattering processes

A number of interactions among electrons, protons, io
neutral atoms and electromagnetic fields lead to the
duction of X-rays (see the books byTucker, 1975; Rybicki
and Lightman, 1979). One of the simplest is the intera
tion between an electron and proton or ion leading to
emission of a photon. The electron begins and ends
bound to the heavy positively charged particle. This proc
is called bremsstrahlung and leads to broadband contin
emission. For sufficiently energetic electrons, the spect
can peak in the X-ray band or at higher frequencies.
spiraling of a nonrelativistic electron in a magnetic fie
leads to cyclotron radiation at discrete harmonics of
cyclotron frequency. At higher electron energies the h
monic line emission spreads out forming a continuum
relativistic energies this is referred to as synchrotron r
ation. The shape of the X-ray spectrum can be altered
Compton scattering in which an X-ray scatters off an e
tron either losing energy, if the electron energy is less t
the photon energy, or gaining energy, if the electron ene
is greater than the photon energy. Recombination in wh
an ion captures a free electron produces a continuum s
trum with a sharp low energy cutoff at the binding ene
of the atomic level involved. Recombination is the inve
process to photo-ionization in which a photon is absor
by an atom or ion, kicking out an electron and increas
the charge state by one. If the ejected electron comes
an inner shell, one of the outer electrons will drop to
lower level causing either the ejection of a second (Aug
electron from an outer level or the emission of a fluor
cent photon with energy equal to the energy difference
s

d

-

tween the two levels. When the ejected electron comes
the innermost energy level (the K shell), then for eleme
from carbon through iron, the energy of the fluorescent p
ton will lie in the X-ray band between 277 eV (for carbo
to 6.4 keV (for iron). Fluorescent emission can also oc
when the outer electron drops into a level above the K s
(say the L shell), however for most of the elements of
terest the energies of such transitions lie below the X
band. The L shell fluorescent lines for iron are at 705
718 eV, which is within the X-ray band of interest to u
however, the L shell fluorescent yield is much less than
the K shell.

Also important in the present context are interactions
tween ions and neutral atoms or other ions. In the pro
known as collisional ionization, an interaction between
energetic ion or electron with a neutral atom leads to
ejection of an electron from the atom. If the ejected elec
is from the outermost energy level, as is most likely, a f
electron will eventually recombine with the newly form
ion leading to the emission of a low energy photon typi
of recombination. If the electron is from an inner ene
level, it is likely that an electron from an outer level w
fall to the inner level with the emission of a fluorescent p
ton, and eventually recombination to the outer lever will a
occur. If the inner energy level is the K shell, then for c
bon through iron, as above, the energy of the fluorescent
emission will fall in the band 277 eV to 6.4 keV. Collision
ionization can also occur between two ions, but the line
ergies will be different because the energy levels in the
are somewhat different, depending on the degree of ion
tion, from those in the neutral atom. In the charge excha
process (cf.Cravens, 1997, 2002), the energetic ion capture
an electron from the neutral atom, reducing the charge
of the incident ion by one but leaving it in an excited sta
Subsequently this excited product ion de-excites and e
a fluorescent photon, or even two if the de-excitation occ
in two stages. If the excited product ion has a vacancy in
lowest energy level (K shell) then X-ray line emission c
occur as already discussed.

All of these processes occur in the jovian enviro
ment. Which ones dominate depends on the relative cr
sections for the processes, and the particle energies,
sities, and electromagnetic field strengths of the partic
environment. Jupiter’s auroral X-ray emission is attribute
charge-exchange between energetic ions and neutral a
high in the polar atmosphere (cf.Bhardwaj and Gladstone
2000, and references therein). X-ray emission from
Galilean moons may result from the energetic ions incid
on their surfaces ionizing and exciting neutral surface at
leading to fluorescent K-shell line emission(Elsner et al.,
2002). A detailed understanding of the X-ray emissions fr
the jovian system requires detailed modeling of the comp
interactions to be compared with high-quality X-ray sp
tra. We are presently engaging in construction of a deta
model for the X-ray emission from Jupiter’s icy moons.
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3. Jupiter’s X-ray aurora

High spatial resolution (<1 arcsec) observations o
Jupiter with the Chandra X-ray Observatory (CXO) HRC
X-ray camera on 18 December 2000(Gladstone et al., 2002
located most of the auroral X-rays within small high-latitu
regions that in the north were confined in longitude betw
160◦ and 180◦ SIII and latitude 60◦ and 70◦. Thus the aurora
X-ray emission region was strongly correlated with Jupite
magnetic field and mapped along magnetic field lines to
tances>30 jovian radii from the planet. CXO observatio
on 24–26 February 2003 obtained a better view of the so
ern auroral emission and found it to be more extende
longitude than in the north, but still confined to a regi
that mapped along field lines far out into the magnetosp
(Elsner et al., 2005). Thus the X-ray auroral emission r
gions lie well inside the UV auroral oval, with importa
implications for the current systems accelerating the inc
ing ion beam(Cravens et al., 2003; Bunce et al., 200
Elsner et al., 2005). Typically the auroral regions emit∼0.5–
1.0 GW in soft X-rays.

The X-ray emission from the auroral region is variab
Short (seconds to minutes) UV flares(Waite et al., 2001)
have been observed in one case to be accompanied b
X-ray flare (Elsner et al., 2005), with the location of the
X-ray flare apparently slightly displaced from that of the U
flare(Elsner et al., 2005). This displacement could have im
portant implications for understanding magnetospheric
rent systems and interactions at the magnetopause(Bunce et
al., 2004). More examples of such flares, with better sta
tics obtainable only with an instrument close or within t
jovian system, are needed to fully understand this behav

The 18 December 2000 CXO observation unexpecte
found a statistically significant∼40 min quasi-periodic os
cillation in the X-ray emission from the northern auro
n

zone(Gladstone et al., 2002). The viewing geometry for the
southern auroral region was not favorable for this obse
tion, and the existence of such oscillations there could
be established with confidence. The capacity of the jov
system for surprises in the X-ray band displayed itself ag
when the∼40 min oscillations were not found in the X-ra
emission from either auroral region during the 24–26 Feb
ary 2003 CXO observations, although the emission did s
variability on timescales from 10 to 100 min(Elsner et al.,
2005). Ulysses has also observed forty minute oscillatio
correlated with quasi-periodic radio bursts from Jupiter, w
in situ measurements of∼16 MeV relativistic electrons an
energetic ions in February 1992(McKibben et al., 1993
MacDowall et al., 1993; Karanikola et al., 2004). At this
time Ulysses was at high jovimagnetic latitudes on field li
likely connected to the southern jovian polar cap. Howe
at the time of the 2003 CXO observations, the Ulysses ra
data did not show strong 40 min quasi-periodic oscillatio
although variability on timescales similar to that in the X-r
data was present.

Recent XMM-Newton(Branduardi-Raymont et al., 2004
and CXO (Elsner et al., 2005)observations have esta
lished beyond doubt that the relatively bright X-ray emiss
from Jupiter’s polar regions is line emission, rather th
a continuum, with the mechanism almost certainly be
charge exchange between energetic highly-stripped h
ions and neutral atoms in Jupiter’s upper atmosphere.
CXO X-ray spectrum for the northern auroral region
shown inFig. 1. There is strong evidence that one ma
constituent of the incoming ion stream is highly ioniz
oxygen (OVII and OVIII), responsible for X-ray line emis
sion in the 500–900 eV energy band. There must b
least one other major constituent to account for the
emission at 400 eV and below. Two candidates are L-s
e pr
emissi
en–sulfur
Fig. 1. CXO spectrum for the northern auroral zone from February 2003. The solid line represents a model fit assuming collisional equilibrium and thesence
of only oxygen and sulfur ions, while the dashed line represents a model fit for only oxygen and carbon. OVII and OVIII transitions account for theon
in the energy band around 650 eV. The low energy emission is due either to SX, SXI, and SXIV transitions or CV and CVI transitions. The oxyg
case results in a better fit. SeeElsner et al. (2005)for a fuller discussion.
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transitions in highly ionized sulfur and K-shell transitio
in highly ionized carbon. The identification of sulfur as t
second main constituent would favor a magnetospheric
gin for the incoming stream of ions, while carbon wou
favor a solar wind origin. Under the model assumptio
made for line positions and intensities in the spectral an
ses, CXO data seem to favor sulfur while XMM-Newt
data, taken two months later in April 2003, seem to fa
carbon. Jupiter’s near infrared/optical brightness requ
special setups for both observatories so that the relat
small number of low energy photons is a factor limiti
the sensitivity of the spectral analysis. However, it is cl
that quality X-ray spectra as a function of both space
time can provide a direct probe of magnetospheric flo
and possibly even reconnection episodes at the ma
topause.

There is an interesting potential connection here to
yet-unknown source of CO2 on the surface(Hibbitts et al.,
2000) and in the atmosphere(Carlson, 1999)of Callisto.
Johnson et al. (2004)considered solar wind carbon irrad
ation as one possible source of the surface CO2, and surface
sputtering could generate the atmospheric component. I
der for the carbon ions to primarily impact the trailing hem
sphere, the ion gyroradii in the weak∼10 nT magnetic field
must be much less than the moon radius of 2400 km
quiring energies much less than a few keV for fully stripp
heavy ions(Cooper et al., 2001), but the full magnetospheri
corotation energy available to any carbon ion at Callis
orbit is much higher at about 6 keV. This problem is
solved if the carbon ions are of solar wind origin and fu
charged (C6+), so that typical energies of these ions impa
ing the trailing hemisphere can be near or even much gre
than the corotation energy. Mapping of X-ray emission fr
charge exchange reactions of carbon and other ions im
ing onto the surfaces of Callisto and other Galilean mo
could then give limits on the ion charge states and orig
-

r

-

independent of direct in situ measurements not yet avail
or reported.

Problems with the sulfur source for auroral emissions
that sulfur and other ions from the Io plasma torus lik
have low charge states(Hamilton et al., 1981; Geiss et a
1992), and UV absorption observations for Callisto (e.
Calvin and Clark, 1993; Calvin et al., 1995) suggest sulfur
mostly on the leading hemisphere, suggestive of a nonm
netospheric source such as meteoritic bombardment.
the observed auroral emissions, and the sources of ion
diation for Callisto, could be from solar wind oxygen a
carbon ions with little input from iogenic sulfur, consiste
with expected penetration of solar wind ions into Jupite
outer magnetosphere.

Prior to the high-spatial-resolution CXO observations
Jupiter, the expectation was that the auroral X-ray emis
lay along field lines threaded through the Io plasma to
and hence would be concentrated just northward of the
of the Io flux tube. Since the feet of satellite flux tubes m
well be sites of energetic particle precipitation, they may a
be sources of X-ray emission, just not as strong as the
served aurora.

4. X-ray emission from the planetary disk

Even with CXO’s superb angular resolution, correspo
ing to ∼5% of Jupiter’s equatorial radius at 4.5 AU (typ
cal Earth–Jupiter separation during the X-ray observatio
away from the polar regions Jupiter’s X-ray emission
pears to be a spatially featureless disk illuminated by s
X-rays(Gladstone et al., 2002; Elsner et al., 2005). Further-
more, the X-ray spectrum (shown inFig. 2) appears con
sistent with elastic scattering of solar X-rays by atmosph
neutrals and carbon K-shell fluorescent X-ray emission f
methane molecules located below the jovian homopa
(Maurellis et al., 2000). The connection of Jupiter’s dis
the auroral
Fig. 2. CXO spectrum for the planetary disk away from the northern and southern auroral zones. The spectrum extends to higher energies than
spectrum and its shape is different. This emission is presumably due to scattering and reprocessing of incident solar X-rays(Maurellis et al., 2000). Cravens et
al. (2005, in preparation) are engaged in more extensive modeling as part of the detailed analysis of this spectrum.
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X-ray emission to solar X-ray emission is strengthened
the temporal correlations reported byBhardwaj et al. (2005
when light travel time effects are taken into account. Ho
ever, more detailed modeling and comparison with dat
high statistical quality are still needed, especially to look
possible deviations from this simple picture due, for exa
ple, to precipitation of energetic sulfur or oxygen ions in
the atmosphere from the radiation belts(Gehrels and Stone
1983; Waite et al., 1997; Gladstone et al., 1998)and possible
correlations with surface magnetic field strength. Jupit
disk typically emits∼2 GW in soft X-rays, but with a some
what harder spectrum than the aurora X-rays.

5. X-ray emission from the IPT

CXO observations on 25–26 November 1999 and 18
cember 2000 detected a faint diffuse source of soft X-r
from the region of the IPT(Elsner et al., 2002). The 2000
CXO image, obtained with the HRC-I camera, exhibite
dawn–dusk asymmetry similar to that seen in the EUV(Hall
et al., 1994; Gladstone and Hall, 1998). The 1999 CXO
image, taken with the ACIS-S camera, showed more c
plicated structure not readily interpreted (the 1999 ACIS
data from the planet were rendered useless by contamin
from its bright optical disk(Elsner et al., 2002); the 2003
ACIS-S observations were specifically designed to eli
nate this problem(Elsner et al., 2005)). Fig. 3 shows the
background-subtracted CXO/ACIS-S IPT spectrum for 2
26 November 1999. This spectrum shows evidence for
emission centered on 574 eV (very near a strong OVII lin
together with a very steep continuum spectrum at the s
est X-ray energies. There could be contributions from o
charge states, since current plasma torus models(Bagenal
et al., 1992; Bagenal, 1994)consist mostly of ions with
low charge states, consistent with photoionization and
neutral charge exchange in a low-density plasma and ne
gas environment. Keeping in mind that the calibration
the ACIS energy response is most uncertain at these
low energies, the corresponding power emitted by the
was ∼0.12 GW. Elsner et al. (2002)were unable to pro
vide a convincing physical mechanism for the observed
X-ray emissions, although they noted that bremsstrah
from nonthermal electrons might account for a signific
fraction of the continuum X-rays. The 2003 CXO obser
tions also observed X-ray emission from the IPT, althou
at a fainter level than in 1999 or 2000. The morphology
hibited the familiar dawn-dusk asymmetry. These IPT d
are not yet fully analyzed and will be reported on in a fut
paper.

Knowledge of the spatial structure in X-rays and X-r
spectra of the IPT are limited by its faintness and would
vastly improved by observations from a spacecraft appro
ing Jupiter. A region 10RJ in radius fits within, for example
a 6◦ field of view at distances of 200RJ or greater. On ap
proach to the jovian system an imaging X-ray spectrom
would be able to continuously observe the X-ray emiss
from the IPT, and accurately measure its spatial struc
in X-rays and its X-ray spectrum. Thus far Na, Cl, S, a
O ions, and possibly protons, have been seen in the
but there must be other species present as well, espe
in view of the constant replenishment of material from
A 10-RJ observational radius for the IPT also encompas
the orbit of Europa, where neutral Na(Brown and Hill,
1996)and K(Brown, 2001)have been detected, and the
may predominantly originate from sputtering off of that i
moon’s surface(Johnson, 2000; Leblanc et al., 2002). Other
potential Europa contributions to the outer IPT via surf
sputtering include C from observed surface CO2 (Smythe et
al., 1998; Carlson, 2001), Mg from magnesium sulfate hy
drates suggested to be consistent with Galileo near-infr
spectroscopy(McCord et al., 1998a, 1999), and the neutra
a Gaussian
Se
Fig. 3. CXO spectrum for the Io plasma torus from November 1999. The solid line represents a model fit for the sum of a power-law spectrum and
line, while the dotted line presents just a pure power-law spectrum. The line is consistent with K-shell fluorescent line emission from oxygen ions.eElsner
et al. (2002)for a fuller discussion.
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Europa torus composed of water ice and other dissocia
products sputtered off the moon’s surface(Mauk et al., 2003;
Shematovich et al., 2005).

6. X-ray emission from the Galilean satellites

The 1999 and 2000 CXO observations also discove
X-ray emission from the Galilean satellites(Elsner et al.,
2002). These satellites are very faint when observed fr
Earth orbit and the detections of Io and Europa, while
tistically very significant, were based on∼10 photons each
a tribute to the high spatial resolution and low backgroun
the CXO. The energies of the detected X-ray events ran
between 300 and 1890 eV and appeared to show a clust
between 500 and 700 eV, suggestive of oxygen K-shell fl
rescent emission. The estimated power of the X-ray emis
was 2 MW for Io and 3 MW for Europa. There were al
indications of X-ray emission from Ganymede. X-ray em
sion from Callisto seems likely at levels not too far below
CXO sensitivity limit, since the magnetospheric heavy
fluxes(Cooper et al., 2001)are an order of magnitude lowe
than at Ganymede and Europa, respectively. No Gali
satellite was detected during the 24–26 February 2003 C
observations. However, both Jupiter’s disk and the IPT w
about 1/2 as bright as in the earlier observations; reduc
in the emission from the moons by a similar factor is like
the cause of the failure to detect them in the new obse
tions.

The emissions from Europa are best explained by e
getic H, S, and O ion bombardment of the icy surface
subsequent fluorescent emission from the deposition o
ergetic particle energy in the top 10 µm of the surface, wh
is optically thin to outgoing X-ray emission. For a stoppi
range of 10 µm in unit density H2O the corresponding io
energies for H, S, and O are 540, 18, and 10 MeV, res
tively, from the SRIM (Stopping and Range of Ions in Ma
ter) model ofZiegler et al. (1985)now updated for 2003 (se
http://www.srim.org/index.htm). Higher energy ions passin
through this layer also deposit energy in decreasing amo
with increasing energy. For electrons the stopping energ
this layer is 20 keV, and most of the electron energy flux i
much higher energy(Cooper et al., 2001), so the minimum-
ionizing magnetospheric electrons deposit relatively li
energy for X-ray production in this layer but do contribu
to the scattered continuum from deposition at greater de
However, much of the low-energy electron flux may be
flected away from the surface(Saur et al., 1998)by electric
and magnetic fields associated with ionospheric current

Although the X-ray emissions are weak as viewed fr
Earth they will be very bright to an X-ray instrument in orb
about the moons. High spectral and spatial resolution m
surements with such an instrument can be used to deter
the elemental composition of the surface material includ
the minor constituents present in the surface layer. Furt
more, in conjunction with on-orbit mass spectrometry
g

.

sputtered ions, atoms, and molecules, X-ray observa
can be used to determine element, molecular, and iso
composition of surface material—an ideal “secondary m
spectrometer in the sky” enabled by the unique location
the satellites within the pervasive ion gun of Jupiter’s ou
radiation belts.

The incident flux on the moons is made up mostly of en
getic H, O, and S ions(Paranicas et al., 1999, 2002a; Coop
et al., 2001)with a lesser amount of He(Mauk et al., 2004).
Although Europa has an ionosphere that partly deflects
energy (<10 keV) magnetospheric ions(Saur et al., 1998
Paranicas et al., 2002b), more-energetic (>10 keV) ions
preferentially reach its surface and produce a large flu
X-rays (Johansson et al., 1995). Since higher charge state
lose their energy more quickly, the more penetrating M
ions, which rapidly lose their remaining atomic electro
on initial entry into the ice before reaching stopping ran
depths of microns to centimeters (increasing with ene
become particularly important for X-ray production. T
relatively larger gyroradii for these ions means that the
fective cross-section of Europa for impact of ions prod
ing X-ray fluorescent lines can be larger than its phy
cal size(Pospieszalska and Johnson, 1989), although the
magnetosphere–moon interaction is complex and some
within the gyroradius distance do pass downstream w
out impact. Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations ha
been done on the plasma–moon interaction but the ne
hybrid modeling for energetic ion interactions, as discus
by Cooper et al. (2001), is only now in progress. Initial cal
culations ofElsner et al. (2002)showed that estimates o
the expected X-ray flux due to K shell fluorescence of
oxygen in the ice on Europa, using measurements of the
pected H, O, and S flux at Europa and taking into acco
absorption in the surface layers, were within a factor of th
of the measured X-ray flux. They noted that OKα X-rays
at 525 eV have an optical depth in ice of about 10 µ
according to irradiation models(Paranicas et al., 2001
Cooper et al., 2001), ion energy losses dominate those fro
electrons in this layer. Improved in situ X-ray measureme
would be able to greatly extend this work to map the elem
tal abundances over the surface of Europa, and extend
measurements to Ganymede and Callisto as well.

An essential question is whether the strength of the c
tinuum, ultimately mostly due to deceleration of the incid
electrons, plus the already high instrumental backgrou
due mostly to electron interactions in the instrument ho
ing or to ion and electron fluxes entering the aperture fac
the moon, is low enough to permit sufficiently precise co
parisons of measured line intensities with the models.
always in spectroscopy, the better the energy resolutio
the detector, the easier it becomes to detect lines agai
strong continuum and the easier it is to separate lines f
different charge states. The energy of the electrons is m
deposited in deeper layers from which X-rays cannot fre
escape. The intensity and spectral shape of the contin
will depend on the radiative transfer from those deep

http://www.srim.org/index.htm
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ers. The portion of the deposited energy that is turned
heat will ultimately escape as photons with energies far
low the X-ray band of interest. Another essential question
the case of the incident O and S ions, is what fraction of
O and S K-shell fluorescent line emission is due the incid
O and S ions rather than the neutral O and S atoms alrea
the surface. As stated above, the penetrating ions will rap
lose their remaining atomic electrons before stopping. T
energies are so much higher than the binding energy o
shell electrons for neutral atoms that each ion will inter
with a great many surface atoms before stopping. A la
number of these interactions will result either in the esc
of outer shell electrons or their transfer to the energetic
possibly resulting in fluorescent line emission, and some
not all of this charge exchange line emission will be in
K shell lines. A fraction of the emission due to charge tra
fer to the incident ions will also fall outside the X-ray ban
Some of the interactions with incident ions will result in
shell vacancies in the neutral atoms in the surface. The
ance between these competing possibilities is the result
complex cascade of processes, and these questions req
quantitative treatment beyond the scope of this paper. W
presently engaged in modeling the interaction of the incid
ions and electrons with putative surface compositions in
der to answer such questions, to predict the emitted X
spectra and to more adequately quantify our assertions.

The surface compositions of the icy moons are expe
to be rich in interesting chemical species (e.g.,Kargel et
al., 2000; Fanale et al., 2001; Zolotov and Shock, 20
Pierazzo and Chyba, 2002; Johnson et al., 2003, 200;
McKinnon and Zolensky, 2003) and their surfaces(McCord
et al., 1998a, 1998b; Carlson et al., 1999, 2005)and asso-
ciated atmospheres(McGrath et al., 2004)display signifi-
cant spatial variability. Observed time variations in UV a
sorption(Lane and Domingue, 1997; Domingue and La
1998; Domingue et al., 1998; Domingue and Hendrix, 20
also indicate that related surface composition for Euro
Ganymede, and Callisto varies with time in irradiated up
layers, probably mostly due to changes in magnetosph
activity but potentially also due to transient emergence
material from internal sources. The recent identification
the products of radiolysis of water ice (O2, O3, H2O2) and
the identification of species formed from S and C in
have been exciting (e.g.,Johnson et al., 2004). Far more
speculative but intriguing is the (admittedly remote) pos
bility (Dalton et al., 2003)that remnants of biological ma
terials may have contributed to the observed infrared s
tra.

Measurements of trace species are needed to d
guish between models for surface and interior geology
mospheric evolution, presence of subsurface oceans stro
suggested by Galileo magnetometer results, and astrobi
ical potential at each moon. The only clearly identified tra
species seen are Na and K as detected remotely in th
tended neutral atmosphere of Europa, but not at the su
and not at all at Ganymede and Callisto. To understand
a

y
-

-

face and interior composition for all the icy Galilean moo
we need global maps, correlated at good spatial resolutio
geologic features, of the known or inferred elements suc
C, O, S, Na, Mg, K, Cl, based on currently available o
servations of the IPT and the Galilean moons, and o
species (N, Ca, P, Fe, etc.) yet to be identified. Altho
X-ray fluorescence provides no information on molecu
species such as the much-debated sulfate hydrates, co
hensive elemental measurements will allow some mode
of molecular composition from abundances relative to
most common element, oxygen.

Most of these considerations also apply to orbiting ob
vations of the very different surface of Io. The major sou
of change in surface composition on this moon is volca
eruptions, but there are some indications in polar region
magnetospheric irradiation effects(Johnson et al., 2004). In
view of the very intense radiation environment at Io, wh
affects both the X-ray instrument background and spa
craft operational lifetime, more remote observations may
preferable. Io orbits Jupiter at a distance of about 6RJ, so
that its entire orbit fits within a 6◦ field of view at distances
of 120RJ or greater. Thus on approach of a host spacec
to the jovian system an imaging X-ray spectrometer wo
be able to continuously observe the X-ray emission from
except when it lies behind the planet. Additional, high
resolution observations could take place when the space
is transiting between the icy moons. In this way one wo
obtain abundances for Io integrated over its surface, and
variations could be monitored during years of spacecraf
bital operations in the jovian system.

7. X-ray mapping of icy moon elements

To illustrate the science that can be obtained from
X-ray instrument within the jovian system we briefly d
scribe some properties of an imaging X-ray spectrom
designed to survey elemental composition of the icy mo
in the Jupiter system and carried by a future high-capa
(power, telemetry, weight) mission. The instrument wo
be designed to map, through measurement of fluores
X-rays induced by charge particle bombardment, the
mental abundances of the Galilean moons while in o
around each. If, as might be the case for Io or poss
Europa in a near-term mission, the radiation environm
precludes orbiting the moon for useful periods of time, v
ues for the abundances integrated over the surface wou
obtained from a greater distance. Remote X-ray imagin
these moons at regional resolution and of Jupiter could
achieved in orbit around Ganymede in its less intense
diation environment, while also exhaustively surveying s
face composition of this largest moon in the Solar Sys
and its polar auroral emissions arising from jovian mag
tospheric interactions with the intrinsic dipole magnetic fi
and mini-magnetosphere(Kivelson et al., 2004).
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The instrument would also provide spatially, spectra
and temporally resolved maps of Jupiter’s X-ray emiss
especially from the auroral zones, and of the IPT. This wo
be accomplished during the approach to Jupiter, during t
sits between moons, or in carefully planned flybys of in
esting regions. Thus such an instrument could provide v
able observations of the jovian system even without c
flybys or orbital operations at the Galilean moons.

7.1. General description

Operating within the harsh radiation environment with
the Jupiter system is a serious challenge for any instrum
The high background rate severely limits the sensitivity
any X-ray detector and in addition the extremely high cou
ing rate anticipated and the possibility of radiation-induc
damage place stringent demands on the design.

To overcome the high background and obtain sens
measurements, and for stand-off imaging of Jupiter, Io,
the IPT, focusing X-ray optics must be used. These pe
collection of significant source fluxes, through the use
large mirror areas, but focus these to a small focal spo
that the detector-area-dependent background becomes
ageable.

An angular resolution of about 11
2 arcmin, a fairly mod-

est performance for current X-ray optics, at an altitude
∼100 km implies a surface resolution of around 40 m. Ma
mum surface resolution for remote imaging of Europa an
from Ganymede at minimum separation distances (5–9RJ)
would be 140 and 260 km, respectively, sufficient for co
positional mapping of distinct geologic regions. As X-r
mirrors have very shallow reflection, or graze, angles, a∼6◦
field of view could in principle be obtained by utilizing
3× 3 array of telescopes, each with a∼2◦ field of view and
offset from each other by 2◦. Because of the shallow graz
angle, individual mirrors have very small collecting are
and so to obtain significant source fluxes multiple shells
typically nested within a single telescope, as has been d
with X-ray astronomy missions including CXO and XMM
Newton. A sufficiently capable optical system might use
nested mirror shells per telescope, each spaced by 4 mm
covering a diameter range from 104 to 336 mm. The fo
length of each telescope would be 1.2 m, and, for 11

2 ar-
cmin angular resolution, an imaging X-ray detector w
∼1

2 mm spatial resolution is then required at the focus
each.

The fluorescent X-ray lines from light surface eleme
are at relatively low energies and need to be measured
good energy resolution to separate them from each o
and from the pervasive background. Ideally, to ensure
line flux collection for the lowest line energy (carbon
0.27 keV), the detector threshold should be below 0.2
and the detector energy resolution should be below 150
FWHM. These are very challenging requirements. Furt
for any focal plane instrument on a mission within Jupite
magnetosphere, consideration must be made for the h
.

-

d

h

environment in which it must operate. First and foremo
the imaging X-ray detector must be able to survive the
tremely high radiation dose that it will receive, particula
during those periods the spacecraft spends in the inner
netosphere (for example, in orbit around Europa or Io).
suming a few months around the three icy Galilean sa
lites (Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto), crude estimates
ing ion and electron data fromCooper et al. (2001)and
Paranicas et al. (2002a, 2002b), indicate that with signifi-
cant shielding surrounding all but the entrance beam f
the focusing optics, we could expect around 0.25 Mrad
accumulated dose.

This accumulated dose rules out traditional X-ray C
imagers, which normally would be the focal plane det
tor of choice for low-energy, high-resolution imaging. X-r
CCDs can be severely degraded by all forms of ioniz
radiation (e.g.,Miyata et al., 2003). Furthermore, depend
ing on the shielding employed and its efficiency, one
expect raw detector count rates anywhere from∼104 to
�106 counts cm−2-s−1. This too is beyond the capability o
CCD imagers.

There are two possible types of detectors that may
isfy the requirements outlined above: (1) pixellated silic
PIN diode arrays(Krieger et al., 2001); and (2) pixellated
silicon drift detectors(Struder, 2000). These types of de
tectors afford direct readout of individual pixels throu
intimately bonded electronics, with no charge clocking
large distances for charge packets to travel, thus permi
high speed operation and high radiation tolerance. In
dition, with no coupling wires and small pixels, very lo
noise levels are possible. Both types of detectors have
demonstrated in array form, coupled to custom built re
out electronics, called Application-Specific Integrated C
cuits (ASICS). These ASICS contain hundreds or thousa
of discrete readout channels on a single integrated cir
When intimately connected to the silicon detector, usu
through bump bonding, they can provide the lowest no
highest speed readouts possible. Both detector types
demonstrated performance approaching that needed fo
focal plane detectors.

The resources needed by this imaging X-ray spectrom
deserve mention. Because of the background environm
the detectors will be required to run at raw rates of at le
ten thousand counts per cm2 s even with substantial shield
ing, and possibly 10–100 times this. Even with signific
on-board rejection, one can still anticipate net data rates
few thousand per cm2 s. Assuming∼100 cm2 of total detec-
tor area and 50 bits per event, this requires a telemetry ra
at 15 Mb s−1. For high-speed operation, detector electro
considerations indicate that one would need around 8
per channel of front-end electronics power consumption.
the full focal plane, this amounts to∼360 W, with an ad-
ditional ∼700 W for detector cooling to around−30◦C.
With processing electronics the total power burden co
to around 1.5 kW. These resources, while large when c
pared to past missions, could, for example, be met by
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NEPP technologies under development by NASA’s Pro
Prometheus. Although not discussed here, excellent sci
could also be done by a smaller instrument to be flown o
more conventional mission.

7.2. Instrument sensitivity

In 1999 and 2000 the Chandra X-ray Observatory m
sured a power of 3 MW from Europa, with photon energ
mostly consistent with the oxygenKα fluorescent line. The
number of photons detected was∼10, with essentially no
background. For isotropic emission uniformly distribut
over the surface, this implies an incident flux at a 100
altitude of 2.6 photons s−1 cm−2 deg−2.

The detector background rate on the spacecraft, ag
which measurements must be made, depends criticall
the amount and efficiency of shielding employed and a
on-board rejection techniques. While it is easiest to sh
the detectors from relatively low energy incident elect
magnetic radiation and particles, energetic ions, electr
and photons interacting with the material in the shield p
duce a cascade of particles and photons, together with
entering the aperture, that make up the actual detector b
ground. To estimate the anticipated background in o
about Europa, we used measured energetic particle flux
at Europa(Cooper et al., 2001; Paranicas et al., 1999, 20
2002a). Then, simple but conservative estimates, based
our experience comparing the results of Monte-Carlo si
lations with actual satellite and balloon-borne X-ray det
tor background data, indicate a 0.2–6.0 keV net backgro
rate of 2× 104 counts s−1 cm−2 for medium shielding (2–3
inches) and 2× 103 countss−1 cm−2 for heavy shielding
(∼8–10 inches), as a starting point for our sensitivity c
culations. These high rates mean that our measurement
be background limited. Detailed modeling of the expec
background given the radiation environment at the Galil
moons is being undertaken at the present time. We are

Table 1
Europa elemental abundances (in percent) relative to oxygen measura
3σ with spatial resolution of 420× 420 m from a height of 100 km

Element Energy
(keV)

Effective

area (cm2)

Abundance (%)

Thin shielding Thick shielding

Carbon 0.277 187 16 5.1
Nitrogen 0.392 184 8.7 2.8
Fluorine 0.677 181 3.5 1.1
Neon 0.849 180 2.6 0.82
Sodium 1.040 179 2.0 0.65
Magnesium 1.254 172 1.6 0.52
Aluminum 1.487 161 1.3 0.42
Silicon 1.740 139 1.2 0.38
Potassium 2.014 72 1.8 0.58
Sulfur 2.308 26 4.1 1.3
Chlorine 2.622 29 3.0 0.95
Calcium 3.692 20 2.6 0.83
Iron 6.404 3.4 6.2 2.0
t

-

l

t

plementing the GEANT code (http://cern.ch/geant4) to pro-
vide the best possible estimates for the expected backgro
GEANT was originally developed by and for the high ene
particle physics community, is undergoing continuous
velopment and enhancement, and has increasingly beco
standard tool in the gamma-ray astronomy community
lately the X-ray astronomy community as well. GEAN
could also be used to model magnetospheric irradiation
fects at the Galilean moon surfaces. On-orbit backgro
determination would of course be an important part of
experiment.

We then calculated, as a function of elemental abunda
relative to oxygen, the expected signal to noise ratio per
tial element by taking background over a 300 eV ene
bandwidth, the modeled telescope effective area at each
a detector quantum efficiency of 1, a K-shell line intens
given by elemental fluorescent yield relative to oxygen
the elemental abundance relative to oxygen, and a 0.63
posure time per field. The OKα line flux (quoted above) is
based on the approximate luminosity measured for Eu
in 1999 and 2000, assuming a height of 100 km above
moon’s surface. Under these assumptions the count rat
image pixel in this line is 0.13 c s−1 while the background
will be 5 c s−1 for thin shielding. The source OKα count rate
is then about 4% of the background count rate. The resu
elemental abundances relative to oxygen (in percent) m
surable at 3σ from various elements are shown inTable 1
for spatial resolution elements 420 m on a side (ten de
tor pixels on a side). This spatial resolution is sufficient
carry out correlative measurements of surface compos
with respect to known geologic structures on Europa an
identify regions of temporal change within the present
per limits from Voyager and Galileo observations of a f
square kilometers over about twenty years(Phillips et al.,
2000). With 0.63 h exposure time per field, in 30 days
would be able to measure 1140 fields to the sensitiv
quoted inTable 1. Any continuum flux from the surface a
the level of the instrumental background or higher would f
ther reduce sensitivity. Taking this into account must aw
the completion of our modeling of X-ray emission from t
surface.

The trends inTable 1arise because fluorescent yield
creases, but effective collection area decreases, as a
number increases. The abundance sensitivity scales
versely with the square root of observing time, and invers
with the square root of the number of detector pixels per s
tial resolution element (or inversely with number of detec
pixels along a side of a spatial resolution element). The
posed system has the flexibility to make the map resolu
elements bigger if necessary depending on the line inte
ties actually found. Combining pixels will greatly improv
sensitivity, at the expense of spatial resolution. The ba
ground at Europa is likely to be longitude dependent, w
lower background, and thus higher resolution, on the lea
hemisphere. This is because corotating magnetospheric
lines tend to be rapidly depleted of energetic electrons on

http://cern.ch/geant4
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tial contact with the trailing hemisphere surface(Paranicas
et al., 2001). On the other hand, sulfates and other non
species are more diffusely mixed into the H2O ice matrix
on the leading hemisphere, so abundances are lower
for fully exposed sulfates, etc., on the trailing hemisphe
In any case, one could expect to be able to provide a
dances for the major elemental constituents of the sur
and many of the minor constituents as well. The main p
pose of the instrument concept described here is to
this composition to test the models of the surface that h
been proposed and to specifically look for elemental ra
that might be suggestive of surface coupling to an oc
source.

In the 1999 and 2000 Chandra data, Ganymede em
∼1

2 the flux from Europa, while Callisto was undetected
a statistically significant level. For the assumed instrum
however, the background at Ganymede’s orbit is an orde
magnitude less than at Europa, and at Callisto’s orbit at l
two orders of magnitude less. As the instrument is ba
ground limited, one would therefore expect to be able to m
the elemental composition of Ganymede’s surface, and
sibly Callisto’s as well.

Assuming a background equal to that at Europa but a
tance of 120RJ (a very conservative scenario), we estim
a signal-to-noise from Io’s X-ray emission between 33σ and
90σ in an exposure of 1.77 day (Io’s orbital and rotatio
period), depending on background. Thus one could fully
pect to be able to provide abundances for Io integrated
the moon’s surface, and be able to look for possible ab
dance changes due to volcanic activity.

Chandra and XMM-Newton observations of Jupiter
2003 show that the auroral emission falls mostly be
1 keV. The observed spectrum is consistent with emis
from K fluorescent lines from more than one species
highly ionized oxygen and either L fluorescent lines fro
highly ionized sulfur or K fluorescent lines from high
ionized carbon. Below 1 keV the curve for effective c
lection area versus energy of the telescope modules
scribed here is fairly flat. The power emitted by Jupite
disk, northern aurora, and southern aurora were 2.3,
and 0.5 GW, respectively, in 2000 and about one-half
for the disk in 2003. Spreading the auroral emission u
formly over a 30× 30 pixel area, at a distance of 20RJ

from the planet, one could measure the X-ray flux
image resolution element with a signal-to-noise ratio
40–60, depending on the background rate, in an ex
sure time of 10 min. These estimated values for signa
noise indicate that one would be able to do spatially
temporally resolved measurements of the flux and s
tra from Jupiter’s aurora. Finally X-ray emission from t
feet of satellite flux tubes could also be searched for a
if discovered, studies with an imaging X-ray spectrom
ter. These types of measurements are impossible to m
from an Earth-orbiting spacecraft for the foreseeable
ture.
n

-

,

8. Conclusion

The jovian system is a rich and diverse source of X-
emission associated with magnetospheric interactions
Jupiter’s polar atmosphere (the X-ray aurora), the Io pla
torus, and the Galilean satellites. The technique of im
ing X-ray spectroscopy from within the jovian system offe
unprecedented opportunities, not achievable from Earth
biting spacecraft, for the study of Jupiter’s X-ray aurora,
IPT, and the composition of the surfaces of the Galil
moons, with significant implications for magnetosphe
processes and flows. By combination of orbital and rem
observations we can expect to make great progress on u
standing compositional relations between these major c
ponents of the jovian system. Although exciting progr
has been made in understanding the composition and
ology of these moons, measurements of the abundanc
trace species are needed for the IPT and the icy moon
faces. For instance, here we have shown that those m
presently proposed for the surface composition can be te
with the measurements described here and that elem
composition could be spatially resolved for the materia
the bands on Europa’s surface where upwelling of ma
ial has been suggested to be occurring. Over time scal
years we would also be able to detect temporal transi
in small-scale (km) composition distributions indicative
subsurface and magnetospheric activity. One of the mos
ficult problems in moon surface composition is to sepa
contributions from external and internal sources(Johnson e
al., 2004), but time correlation of X-ray derived compos
tion to in situ and remote measurements of magnetosph
activity by X-ray and other (magnetic field, plasma, en
getic particle, UV, neutral atom) instruments may allow t
separation.
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